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High Energy Density Physics Research at UCSD

• High intensity laser matter interactions
– Relativistic electron transport in solid and warm dense targets
– Proton production, conversion efficiency and focusing
– Modeling with LSP, PICLS, ZUMA and Hydra codes

• Mono-energetic ion beams with ultra-intense lasers

• Shock Ignition

• Z-pinches
– X-ray Thomson Scattering of pulsed power driven plasmas
– Magnetic field measurement using proton deflectometry
– Supersonic jets and collisionless shocks
– Liner physics

• X-pinches
– Point projection radiography
– Laser cut x-pinches as rep. rate source
– Intense source for diagnostics calibration
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Focusing of short-pulse high-intensity
laser-accelerated proton beams
Teresa Bartal1,2, Mark E. Foord2, Claudio Bellei2, Michael H. Key2, Kirk A. Flippo3,
Sandrine A. Gaillard4, Dustin T. Offermann3, Pravesh K. Patel2, Leonard C. Jarrott1,
Drew P. Higginson1,2, Markus Roth5, Anke Otten5, Dominik Kraus5, Richard B. Stephens6,
Harry S. McLean2, Emilio M. Giraldez6, Mingsheng S. Wei6, Donald C. Gautier3 and Farhat N. Beg1*
Recent progress in generating high-energy (>50MeV) protons
from intense laser–matter interactions (1018–1021 Wcm�2;
refs 1–7) has opened up new areas of research, with ap-
plications in radiography8, oncology9, astrophysics10, medi-
cal imaging11, high-energy-density physics12–14, and ion-proton
beam fast ignition15–19. With the discovery of proton focusing
with curved surfaces20,21, rapid advances in these areas will be
driven by improved focusing technologies. Here we report on
the first investigation of the generation and focusing of a pro-
ton beam using a cone-shaped target. We clearly show that the
focusing is strongly affected by the electric fields in the beam
in both open and enclosed (cone) geometries, bending the
trajectories near the axis. Also in the cone geometry, a sheath
electric field effectively ‘channels’ the proton beam through the
cone tip, substantially improving the beam focusing properties.
These results agree well with particle simulations and provide
the physics basis formany future applications.

The ability to generate high-intensity well-focused proton beams
will potentially open the door to new regimes in high-energy-
density science aswell as enabling a broad range of new applications.
For example, an intense multi-MeV proton beam incident on solid
density or compressed material can create terapascal pressures,
allowing the study of the properties of warm dense matter found
in the interior of giant planets such as Jupiter10. Laser-produced
proton beams are also making an impact on medical applications
such as isotope production11 for positron emission tomography
(PET) and proton oncology9. Furthermore, energetic proton/ion
beams are used to produce highly directional neutrons for
applications in medicine, material science, and neutron resonance
spectroscopy13,14. In the inertial fusion ‘fast ignition’ (FI) concept19,
an intense laser generates a pulse of charged particles that
ignites deuterium–tritium (DT) fuel compressed to ⇤300 g cm�3.
Althoughmuch recent work has investigated relativistic electrons as
the ignitor22, proton beams, unlike intrinsically divergent electron
beams, could be focused on the ignition spot and provide direct
energy transport to the fuel.

In the conceptual proton FI scheme17, the proton source foil con-
sists of a partial spherical shell placed near the end of a hollow cone
which is attached to the side of a radiation cavity (hohlraum). This
geometry shields the source foil from intense soft X-ray radiation
generated within the hohlraum during the compression. The new
work reported here builds on the proof-of-concept demonstrations
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of cone-in-shell compression23 without a hohlraum, where the cone
acts both as a guide for the ignitor beamaswell as a shield. The prop-
erties of the proton beam in this particular geometry require careful
examination, especially as the viability of proton FI requires both
focusing at the compressed fuel between 20 and 40 µm (refs 16,18),
depending on themodel, and a conversion efficiency of⇤15% from
petawatt laser pulse energy to proton beam energy9,18. Studies have
shown efficiencies approaching the requirement for FI (refs 6,7,24)
and proton focusing from an open geometry curved foil has been
demonstrated by laser irradiation of hemispherical Al shells20,21.
Control of divergent proton beams in flat-foil experiments has
been shown using electrostatic fields when the beams pass through
charged secondary25 or attached26 structures, and better control of
the beam divergence has recently been reported in a cylindrical
thick-foil geometry27. Here we present the first demonstration of
the generation and focusing of a proton beam in a FI geometry,
where the beam is generated from a curved focusing surface, which
propagates and is channelled via surface fields through an enclosed
cone structure, similar to that envisioned for FI targets23. The strong
radial electric field from the hot-electron pressure in the proton
beam and its interaction with the surrounding protective structure
is shown to be critical in determining the beamdynamics near focus.
This effect has not been observed previously with a non-focusing
(flat-foil) source geometry and is key to understanding the curved
proton trajectories in this compact proton focusing device.

Experiments were conducted on the TRIDENT subpicosecond
laser at Los Alamos National Laboratory28. The proton beam was
generated by irradiating a partial spherical shell of high-density
carbon attached to a 60⇥ cone or cylinder structure (Fig. 1). A thin
adsorbed layer of hydrocarbons on the foil surface29 provided the
source of the protons. Partial and full freestanding hemispherical
shell targets were also included for comparison.

The focusing characteristics of the beam were determined by
imaging the protons through a Cu mesh and recording the mesh
pattern on a stack of radiochromic film (RCF; Fig. 1). Each layer
of film responds to a narrow range of proton energies at the
Bragg peak, which is determined by stopping powers and the film
composition30. A three-dimensional (3D) ray tracing technique
projects back the shadow of the mesh on the RCF through the
original mesh, forming a bundle of converging rays. The minimum
diameter D80, defined as the diameter encompassing 80% of the
rays, is calculated for each type of target (Fig. 2a). A common feature
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Effect of Target Material on Fast-Electron Transport and Resistive Collimation
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The effect of target material on fast-electron transport is investigated using a high-intensity (0.7 ps,

1020 W=cm2) laser pulse irradiated on multilayered solid Al targets with embedded transport (Au, Mo, Al)

and tracer (Cu) layers, backed with millimeter-thick carbon foils to minimize refluxing. We consistently

observed a more collimated electron beam (36% average reduction in fast-electron induced Cu K! spot

size) using a high- or mid-Z (Au or Mo) layer compared to Al. All targets showed a similar electron flux

level in the central spot of the beam. Two-dimensional collisional particle-in-cell simulations showed

formation of strong self-generated resistive magnetic fields in targets with a high-Z transport layer that

suppressed the fast-electron beam divergence; the consequent magnetic channels guided the fast electrons

to a smaller spot, in good agreement with experiments. These findings indicate that fast-electron transport

can be controlled by self-generated resistive magnetic fields and may have important implications to fast

ignition.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.110.025001 PACS numbers: 52.38.Dx, 52.38.Hb, 52.50.Jm, 52.65.Rr

Cone-guided fast-ignition (FI) inertial confinement fu-
sion requires efficient energy transport of high-intensity
short-pulse-laser-produced relativistic (or ‘‘fast’’) elec-
trons through a solid cone tip to a high-density fuel core
[1]. Specifically, successful ignition with a reasonably
sized ignition laser requires high-conversion efficiency to
1–3 MeVelectrons that have a minimum divergence [2,3].
Previous simulations show that fast-electron beam propa-
gation in solid density plasmas are affected by a variety of
mechanisms: scattering, resistive collimation [2,4], resis-
tive filamentation [5], Ohmic heating, and electric field
inhibition [6,7]. Evaluating the cone tip material, therefore,
requires an understanding of the evolution of self-
generated resistive fields and their cumulative effect on
electron transport over the duration of the laser pulse.
Previous material-dependent transport studies are limited;
they have studied transport through only one material [8,9],
simultaneously varied materials and fast-electron sources
[10,11], or used energies much lower than presented
here [11,12].

In this Letter, we report a systematic investigation of
fast-electron transport in different materials (from high-Z
Au to low-Z Al) without changing the electron source. We
have demonstrated that a fast-electron beam can be colli-
mated with a thin (! 10 "m), high- or mid-Z transport
layer buried a few "m beneath a low-Z Al layer without
imposing a significant loss in forward-going electron en-
ergy flux. This is in contrast to previous 1D Fokker-Planck
modeling predictions [13] that suggest high-Z Au material
would increase divergence due to scattering and reduce the

forward energy coupling, but it is consistent with the
analytical model and 2D Fokker-Planck modeling showing
stronger resistive collimation in high-Z plasmas by Bell
and Kingham [4]. In addition, the collimation did not rely
on complex structured targets [14] or a double laser pulse
configuration [15], as shown in recent experimental work.
K! fluorescence diagnostics, similar to those used in ear-
lier work by Stephens et al. to measure fast-electron beam
divergence [16], directly characterized fast-electron den-
sity distributions within the target. 2D collisional particle-
in-cell (PIC) simulation results are in excellent agreement
with experiments and show the formation, in high-Z trans-
port targets, of strong resistive magnetic channels envel-
oped by a global B field that collimate initially divergent
fast electrons. These magnetic channels extend into the
subsequent lower resistance layers, maintaining the guid-
ance of fast electrons.
The experiment used the Titan laser (1 "m wavelength,

150 J in 0.7 ps, 17 mJ average prepulse energy in 2.3 ns) at
the Jupiter Laser Facility, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory. An f=3 off-axis parabola focused the beam to
a 10 "m (FWHM) spot with an incident angle of 17" onto
the target front surface at Ipeak ! 1020 W=cm2. Figure 1
shows a schematic of the multilayered solid target, laser
beam, and x-ray diagnostics. Targets had a common Al
front layer (3 "m thick), a Z-transport layer [Au (8 "m),
Mo (14 "m), or Al (33 "m)], and a Cu tracer layer
(22 "m) buried 110 "m behind the Z-transport layer.
The common front Al layer for all targets was to provide
an identical fast-electron source for the transport study.
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Hot Electron Temperature and Coupling Efficiency Scaling with Prepulse
for Cone-Guided Fast Ignition
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The effect of increasing prepulse energy levels on the energy spectrum and coupling into forward-going

electrons is evaluated in a cone-guided fast-ignition relevant geometry using cone-wire targets irradiated

with a high intensity (1020 W=cm2) laser pulse. Hot electron temperature and flux are inferred from K!
images and yields using hybrid particle-in-cell simulations. A two-temperature distribution of hot

electrons was required to fit the full profile, with the ratio of energy in a higher energy (MeV) component

increasing with a larger prepulse. As prepulse energies were increased from 8 mJ to 1 J, overall coupling

from laser to all hot electrons entering the wire was found to fall from 8.4% to 2.5% while coupling into

only the 1–3 MeV electrons dropped from 0.57% to 0.03%.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.108.115004 PACS numbers: 52.50.Jm, 52.38.Kd, 52.38.Mf, 52.70.La

Fast Ignition (FI) [1,2] is an approach to inertial con-
finement fusion (ICF), in which a precompressed
deuterium-tritium fuel is rapidly driven to ignition by an
external heat source. This scheme can ignite lower density
fuel leading, in principle, to higher gains than possible with
conventional ignition. In the reentrant cone approach to FI,
a hollow cone is embedded in the fuel capsule to provide an
open evacuated path free of coronal plasma for an intense
laser beam to generate a flux of energetic electrons at the
tip of the cone which can then propagate to the compressed
fuel core. However, the presence of preformed plasma in
the cone, arising from the inherent laser prepulse which
ablates the inner cone wall, can strongly affect the spatial,
energy-spectral, and angular characteristics of these laser-
generated hot electrons and thus the efficiency with which
their energy can be coupled to the core.

Previous works by Baton et al. [3] and Van Woerkom
et al. [4] showed that significant prepulse could have a
detrimental effect on coupling beyond the cone tip.
MacPhee et al. [5] demonstrated that even a small prepulse
could result in significant filamentation of the laser beam in
the preplasma, limiting the penetration of the laser, and
accelerating energetic electrons transversely. These results
were achieved using either imaging of K! x-ray emission
from the cone target itself or measuring the intensity of the
K! spot in a region beyond the cone tip. However, while
these techniques provided a spatial distribution of K! in
various areas of the interaction, no spectral information
regarding the electron flux could be inferred. Comparisons
of preplasma versus no preplasma conditions by Baton
et al. were achieved by doubling the fundamental laser
frequency to create a high contrast. This provided a clean
interaction surface for the main laser, but complicated the

comparison, as the absorption mechanisms would be dif-
ferent for the very different I"2. In the MacPhee et al.
study, electrons were electrostatically confined within the
isolated cone target. The significant amount of recircula-
tion of the hot electrons within the cone walls and plasma
allows only limited conclusion of the electron source at the
cone tip in either the experiment or simulations.
In this Letter, we present the first quantitative scaling of

coupling as a function of prepulse in an intense laser-cone
interaction. Through the use of cone-wire targets [6], we
demonstrate the existence of a two-temperature hot elec-
tron distribution within the target and characterize its flux
and energy spectrum entering a 40 #m diameter wire at
the cone tip, and correlate these quantities with the amount
of preformed plasma in the cone.
The experiment was performed on the Titan laser at

LLNL, of "0 ¼ 1:054 #m wavelength, 150" 10 J, fo-
cused to an 8 #m full width at half maximum (FWHM)
focal spot in a 0:7" 0:2 ps pulse length. The intrinsic
prepulse of the laser was measured at 8" 3 mJ in a
1.7 ns duration pulse prior to the main beam. Varying
prepulse levels, up to 1 J, were produced by injecting an
auxiliary nanosecond-duration laser colinear with the main
short pulse laser. This auxiliary laser had a similar focal
spot distribution as the main beam and was timed to over-
lap the intrinsic prepulse.
The target, shown in Fig. 1, was a 1 mm long Au hollow

cone with 30# full opening angle, 20 #m wall thickness,
30 #m internal tip diameter, and 11 #m tip thickness. A
1.5 mm long, 40 #m diameter Cu wire was glued to the
outer cone tip. The wire diameter is chosen to match the
nominal 40 #m optimum ignition hot spot diameter in a FI
target [7], and its quasi 1D geometry allows for single shot
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Visualizing fast electron energy transport into
laser-compressed high-density
fast-ignition targets
L. C. Jarrott1†, M. S. Wei2*, C. McGu�ey1, A. A. Solodov3,4, W. Theobald3, B. Qiao1, C. Stoeckl3,
R. Betti3,4, H. Chen5, J. Delettrez3, T. Döppner5, E. M. Giraldez2, V. Y. Glebov3, H. Habara6, T. Iwawaki6,
M. H. Key5, R. W. Luo2, F. J. Marshall3, H. S. McLean5, C. Mileham3, P. K. Patel5, J. J. Santos7,
H. Sawada8, R. B. Stephens2, T. Yabuuchi6 and F. N. Beg1*

Recent progress in kilojoule-scale high-intensity lasers has opened up new areas of research in radiography, laboratory
astrophysics, high-energy-density physics, and fast-ignition (FI) laser fusion. FI requires e�cient heating of pre-compressed
high-density fuel by an intense relativistic electron beam produced from laser–matter interaction. Understanding the details
of electron beam generation and transport is crucial for FI. Here we report on the first visualization of fast electron spatial
energy deposition in a laser-compressed cone-in-shell FI target, facilitated by doping the shell with copper and imaging
the K-shell radiation. Multi-scale simulations accompanying the experiments clearly show the location of fast electrons and
reveal key parameters a�ecting energy coupling. The approach provides a more direct way to infer energy coupling and guide
experimental designs that significantly improve the laser-to-core coupling to 7%. Our findings lay the groundwork for further
improving e�ciency, with 15% energy coupling predicted in FI experiments using an existing megajoule-scale laser driver.

Fusion ignition and burn may be achieved through inertial
confinement fusion (ICF) by compressing tritium (T) and/or
deuterium (D) fuel to high enough temperatures (⇠10 keV)

to initiate fusion reactions, producing high-energy neutrons
and ↵-particles. If assembled properly, with excellent spherical
compression symmetry, fuel areal density exceeding ⇠1 g cm�2,
and very little mixing of cold material into the hotspot, a
thermonuclear burn wave sustained by ↵-particle heating could
propagate throughout the bulk of the fuel. Conventional ICF
seeks to achieve ignition by symmetrically imploding a hollow
spherical ‘capsule’ consisting of an ablator and inner lining of
cryogenically frozen DT fuel. The fuel is forced inwards, forming
a high-temperature ‘hotspot’ in the centre. Experiments conducted
at the National Ignition Facility1 have produced fuel areal densities
exceeding 1 g cm�2, significant ↵-particle heating, and fuel energy
gain exceeding unity2. But, ignition has not yet been achieved.

Alternative approaches for high-energy-gain ICF include fast
ignition (FI; ref. 3) and shock ignition4. These schemes separate
the compression and heating phases of the implosion, using a
more stable compression followed by a short burst of localized
heating. By separating these two aspects, the fuel can be compressed
isochorically (without a central hotspot), thereby reducing the fuel
density requirements or increasing the mass of fuel that can be
compressed, potentially leading to higher gain. The heating pulse
in electron FI is generated by a separate short-pulse petawatt (PW)
laser that creates an intense, MeV electron beam which deposits

its energy into the compressed core. In two-dimensional (2D)
computer simulations of an idealized electron FI scenario, a core
of radius ⇠40 µm and peak density of ⇠500 g cm�3 can be heated
to ignition with as little as 25 kJ of electron beam energy (⇠2MeV
Maxwellian-distributed electrons in a parallel beam)5.

The first experiment to undertake both the compression of a
shell and heating by fast electrons used nine driver beams (2.5 kJ,
unshaped, laser wavelength � = 532 nm) and a 0.1 PW short-
pulse laser directed into a cone-in-shell target at Japan’s Institute
of Laser Engineering (ILE). That team reported a significant
neutron yield enhancement and an inferred coupling e�ciency of
15–30% of the short-pulse laser energy into the fuel6,7. More recent
understanding indicates that thiswas an optimistic result. Follow-up
experiments with the same driver found insu�cient compression,
being approximately ten times lower than was previously estimated,
and a much lower (⇠1.6%) coupling e�ciency8.

Subsequent work on the Omega Laser Facility at the Labo-
ratory for Laser Energetics (LLE) using much more substantial
compression-laser drive energy (18 kJ, 54 beams, �= 351 nm), a
pulse shape designed to compress the fuel on a lower adiabat, and a
higher energy heating pulse (1 kJ, 0.1 PW), showed an unambiguous
neutron yield enhancement of two to three times through optimiza-
tion of the timing between the driver beams and the heating pulse.
With this enhancement, a coupling e�ciency of 3.5 ± 1.0% of the
short-pulse energy into heating of the entire core was inferred9.
More recent experiments, using novel 8 keV X-ray backlighting
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2General Atomics, San Diego, California 92186-5608, USA. 3Laboratory for Laser Energetics, University of Rochester, Rochester, New York 14623, USA.
4Fusion Science Center, University of Rochester, Rochester, New York 14623, USA. 5Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California 94550,
USA. 6Graduate School of Engineering, Osaka University, Suita, 565-0871 Osaka, Japan. 7University of Bordeaux, CELIA (Centre Lasers Intenses et
Applications), UMR 5107, F-33405 Talence, France. 8Department of Physics, University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada 89557, USA. †Present address: Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California 94550, USA. *e-mail: weims@fusion.gat.com; fbeg@ucsd.edu
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Motivation

focusing de-focusing

• Fast electron beam propagating into dense medium produces dynamic azimuthal 
magnetic field, which can affect the beam propagation 

How the target conditions, especially in the 1-100 eV range, affect electron 
transport?
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CD	shell:
40	µm	thick,	
OD	870	µm
Au	cone:
34° opening
15	µm	thick
10	µm	tip	dia.

IFT\P2011-022

There has been a mystery about low energy 
coupling in high density compressed plasmas 

*	W.	Theobald	et	al.,	Phys.	Plasmas	18,	056305	(2011)	

What are the core issues for lower coupling?

• 18 kJ OMEGA UV driver pulse compresses the shell  and 1kJ OMEGA-EP 
injected into cone at cone-tip

• Varied delay between driver beams and ignition beam to observe enhancements
in neutron yield

• Enhancement in neutron yield with short pulse injection



CD shell with Cu dopant is used to characterize EP 
laser produced fast electron transport

IFT\P2011-022

• Cu-doped CD shell has similar outer diameter and same mass as previous FI 
CD shell• Characterize EP beam produced fast electron transport  with Cu K-shell 
diagnostics:- Cu Kα x-ray yield and spatial distribution by a calibrated x-ray 

spectrometer(ZVH) and a spherical crystal imager (SCI)

15	µm	CH	ablator	(w/o	Cu)

23 µm	CD	
(w/	Cu	~	1	at.	%)

Au	cone

TPS
2

X-ray	radiography	image	of	
Cone-in-(Cu-doped)	CD	shell	target
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Enhanced	contrast

Comparison of SCI from OMEGA-only vs. Joint shots 
shows spatial distribution of OMEGA EP produced Kα

Enhanced	contrast

PSL

•Cu Kα from fast electrons
induced by OMEGA-EP in the
imploded core

•Cu Kα from in-flight shell
produced from suprathermal
electrons induced by OMEGA

OMEGA Only shot Joint shot
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3.65ns	delay 3.75ns	delay 3.85ns	delay

PSL

•Reduction in Kα signal at cone tip is partially due to heating of the core thereby 
shifting Cu Kα line out of imaging crystal bandwidth
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•Strong correlation of Cu Kα source position with DRACO simulated density
•Cu Kα produced as far back as 100um from cone tip

R.B. Radha et al., Phys. Plas. 12, 056307 (2005) 

Measured Kα distribution agrees with density profile 
predicted by 2D rad-hydro code DRACO



LSP simulations to characterize 10ps laser-plasma 
interaction and fast electron source for both low- and 

high- contrast cases
Plasma setup: HYDRA simulation calculated the preplasma conditions (OMEGA EP 
prepulse), which were initialized into LSP to simulate the LPI including field ionization.
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Laser setup: EP 10ps laser focal spot spatial and temporal distributions are fitted well in the 
simulation.    
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Complex laser filamentation and strong magnetic 
field generation defines LPI in two cases



High contrast significantly improved the coupling efficiency 
from laser to fast electrons that enter into the cone
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14% of laser energy coupled to fast 
electrons that enter into cone (wall and tip), 
among which:

• 13% reach the side walls
• ~1% reach the cone tip

65% of laser energy coupled to fast 
electrons that enter into cone (wall and tip), 
among which:

• 45% reach the side walls
• ~20% reach the cone tip

Laser energy in simulation : 320J 



LSP simulations with the PIC simulated electron energy 
spectrum captures features observed in experiments

•Two-temperature energy spectrum (T1=0.3 MeV, T2=4 MeV)
•Isotropic fast-electron angular distribution
•Injected ~100 µm back from the tip 
•Some differences can be because of 3D effects and target imperfection

A.A. Solodov, LLE



• About 3.8 % of the total fast-electron energy is coupled to the core (ρCD > 1 
g/cm3)

• Large distance from the source to the core
• Large divergence  

Large distance from source to the core and divergence 
explains  the low energy coupling to the core

Fast-electron density (cm-3)
Ee>200keV

A.A. Solodov, LLE



ZUMA simulated Ka spatial distribution is in good 
agreement with experimentally measured values

3.65ns delay 3.75ns delay 3.85ns delay

• Source is injected 100 µm from cone tip
• Source divergence 50o

• Lack of Ka signal at cone tip seen in temperature corrected ZUMA output

C. Jarrott, Physics of Plasmas (in preparation)



• DRACO simulations of implosion with a vacuum shell shows a much delayed 
cone-tip breakout time and a significant increase in ρR 

*W. Theobald, A.A. Solodov et al., Nature Communications 5, 5785 (2014)

Optimizing target and implosion to form a denser 
core* to facilitate fast electron energy coupling



Enhanced energy coupling in optimized experiments 
with 40-um tip cone and vacuum shell

• 4X increase in the observed Kα yield and up to 7% laser energy is coupled to 
the compressed plasma in the optimized experiment

• A denser core stops electrons more effectively
• Cu Kα  is emitted closer to the cone tip
• 40 µm tip mitigates preplasma facilitating energy deposition at the tip

Optimized
experiment

L.C. Jarrott, Nature Physics 
(2016)

New methods are warranted  to mitigate electron divergence  
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• Al doped CH foam (200 mg/cm3) in a plastic container with Al doping of 2-
3% of CH atomic density

X-ray Radiograph of TargetSchematic Design of Foam 
Package Target

1200 µm
CH Container

CH Foam
200 mg/cm3

250 µm

400 µm

250 µm

CH Ablator

(40 µm thick)

700 µm

Al atomic density is ~2-3% of CH atomic density.

CH Foam with 
Al2O3 dopant

CH Ablator

CH Container

Al doped foam target was developed to create and 
characterize large volume plasma



Shock heated foam target was characterized with x-
ray line absorption spectroscopy

• Sm backlighter was used for absorption spectroscopy

• Al 1s-2p line absorption was observed with streaked x-ray spectrometer.

Backlighter
On

Al K-edge

B-like
C-like

N-like
O-like

F-like

H. Sawada et al. , High Energy Density Physics 8,180-183 (2012).



Temperature and density were inferred to be 40 ± 5 eV and 
30 ± 10 mg/cm3 respectively at 7 ns

O-like

N-like C-like B-like

• PrismSPECT† was used to
estimate plasma characteristics
averaged along the line of sight.

• Fitting is sensitive to Te, but
could have relatively large
uncertainty in density.

T. Yabuuchi et al., Phys. Plasmas 19, 092705 
(2012).
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CH Plasma
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Au 
Foil

Drive Laser
1.2 kJ, 3.5 ns
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Plasma
Intense Laser
700 J, 8 ps
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CH Solid (1 g/cm3)
or
CH Foam (200 
mg/cm3)

Cu Kα X-ray
Imager
and
Spectrometer

Cu 
Foil

Au 
Foil

Cold Targets

Diffused and diverged X-ray emission was observed in 
driven targets



Weaker Kα signal was observed with plasma target

• Almost uniform Kα emission was observed with plasma, which suggests a largely
diverged fast electron beam.

Solid 
CH

Cold 
Foam

Driven Foam

Line Out of  Cu Kα x-ray Emission (Imager)

~1/2
~1/20

Integrated Cu Kα x-ray signal 
(Spectrometer)

Driven
Foam

Cold 
Foam

Solid 
CH



Simulation show density of the` plasma and collisions affect 
the fast electron transport

• Collisions make a significant difference in electron beam propagation

J. May, Warren Mori, UCLA



Simulation show density of the` plasma and collisions affect 
the fast electron transport

• Significant magnetic fields are generated at the interface which inhibit
fast electrons

J. May, Warren Mori, UCLA
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Electron transport through altropes of carbon

shielding
washer

10 µm Cu
tracer

30 µm CH
ablator for long pulse

Not to scale

10 µm
Al

shielding
washer

500 µm
Vitreous C

Target 
schematics:

Long pulse UV beam: 
750 µm ϕ, ~3.15 kJ, 4ns 
Idrive: ~1.8 × 1014 W/cm2

short pulse IR beam: 
tight focus, ~850 J, 10 ps
Idrive: ~1 × 1019 W/cm2

Two target types:
- preserve ρR

3.515 g/cc 1.4 g/cc

200 µm
Diamond

10 µm Cu
tracer

30 µm
CH
ablator



Un-driven VC 

Al Buried	Cu	tracer

CH	ablator

HDC	

Imager field of 
view

reference

Electron beam transport in allotropes of carbon is different

VC	

• Data shows high divergence   
of electrons interacting with  
Cu (opening angle~49degrees)

• Evidence of recirculation in 
HDC as edges fluoresce

• Signal indicates filamentation 
through VC target.  

33.4°

2 mm
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